TOPIC: “The Interview Process” tailored to landing that bioinformatics company position.

FOCUS: This year’s panel discussion workshop continues to build on previous years. The Rocky 05’ Education Panel Discussion focused on the skill set needed for a successful career in bioinformatics. This year’s Education panel will be interactive focusing on the entire interview process from resume to negotiations once you are offered the position, including “on stage” student mock interviews with bioinformaticians from industry. Below is a set of questions we hope you will gain insight on how to tackle from participating in this workshop. We encourage all participants of Rocky to take part in the Education Panel as it will be very interactive and your ideas, opinions, and thoughts will be invaluable to the success of this panel discussion.

- What makes you and your resume shine among the crowd of other Bioinformatics applicants?
- How to market yourself and use your resume and cover letter to your advantage that lands you the interview with your organization of choice.
- What are the interview skills within the interview process that gets you the job offer?
- How and when to negotiate, once they have offered you the position?

FACILITATORS FOR SESSIONS:
Kirk Jordan, IBM Strategic Growth Business/Deep Computing
Susan Trapp, University of Colorado School of Medicine

SESSION I: Friday, December 1, 4:00-5:00 PM
Creating the right Bioinformatics Resume to Land the Interview
A. The Resume
B. The Cover Letter
10 min The Resume & The Clever Letter Presentation by Industry Leader (Kirk Jordan)
10 min The Resume & The Cover Letter Presentation by Industry Leader (TBA)
10 min The Resume & The Cover Letter Presentation by Industry Leader (TBA)
30 min Question Answer Period & Resumes Critique Using Student/Postdoc Participants (TBA)

SESSION II: Saturday, December 2, 4:00-5:00 PM
The Interview & Negotiations (After the Offer): A Mock Interview will be performed live on stage followed by a panel discussion of the interview process
10 min Interview Overview by Facilitator Kirk Jordan
10 min Mock Interview: Student (Interviewee) with Industry Leader (Mike Lelivelt, Affy)
10 min Mock Interview: (Interviewee) with Industry Leader (Kirk Jordan, IBM)
5 min The Negotiations After Job Offer Overview Facilitator Kirk Jordan
25 min Panel Discussion with Industry Leaders & Questions from Audience (3 Panelists TBA)